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Abstract

Program understanding tools typically o�er

built-in visual representations of the subject

software, such as call graphs and class hier-

archies, and textual representations, such as

cross-reference listings and exact-interface

reports. It is useful to bundle a number of

these visual and textual frames, with some

annotation, into a view for redocumenta-

tion purposes. For large, legacy software

systems, however, the abundance of created

views can be a major problem. This paper

investigates a number of methods for im-

proving the organization of these views for

improved usability and scalability.

1 Introduction

Many software systems have internal docu-

mentation that is often out-of-date and thus

unreliable. Even when the documentation

exists, it may be dispersed in several places

and may not be well structured. Yet accu-

rate, complete, well-organized, and main-

tainable documentation is critical for soft-
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ware maintenance. As such, a programmer

often falls back on the source code to un-

derstand how the software works, spending

much time and perhaps duplicating the ef-

forts of others. This problem becomes more

critical when maintaining large, legacy soft-

ware systems. Thus, there is a need for \re-

documentation" [5].

Reverse engineering is one way of redocu-

menting an existing software system. This

process identi�es software building blocks,

extracts structural dependencies, produces

higher-level abstractions, and presents per-

tinent summaries for maintenance and re-

engineering (program understanding) pur-

poses. These summaries may be presented

in visual or textual frames that are derived

from information in a centralized reposi-

tory. A visual frame might contain, for ex-

ample, a high-level overview of the system,

a function call graph, an inheritance hierar-

chy, or a control/data ow chart. A textual

frame might contain, for example, software-

metric results, a cross-reference listing, or

an exact-interface report between two mod-

ules. A frame displayed in a window need

not be static, but can be fully interactive.

For example, one can adjust a module in-

terconnection graph in a visual frame by

grouping, arranging, �ltering, scaling, clus-

tering, and editing operations [13]. One

can select a function listed in a text frame

and link to additional documentation that

describes the function in more detail [12].



This auxiliary documentation might be ex-

ternal to the repository. Moreover, the

frames might be derived from many di�er-

ent tools.

Pictorial, animation, audio, and video

frames can serve as annotation. Frames can

be bundled and saved into a view for redoc-

umentation purposes [13]. The usability of

views requires that the constituent frames

have a well-de�ned \procedural" represen-

tation and be dynamically updated. The

procedural representation provides a pa-

rameterized script or speci�cation for regen-

erating or retrieving the frame. The script

also allows the more exible possibility of

adjusting, �ltering, or even modifying the

contents of a frame prior to presentation.

Dynamically-updated frames refresh them-

selves to accurately portray the appropriate

subset of the repository (or auxiliary docu-

mentation) at all times. Thus, unlike tra-

ditional software documentation, a view re-

mains consistent and up-to-date.

These views can be organized into global

views for the workgroup and local views

for the individual user. Moreover, the

relevant views can be assembled and tar-

geted for di�erent classes of users (design-

ers, programmers, and managers), di�er-

ent levels of experience (beginners versus

experts), and di�erent kinds of purposes

(guided tours, overviews, and details). This

improves program understanding and eases

decision-making by programmers and es-

pecially managers [13]. Thus, views are

a high-level abstraction for incorporating

more application and domain-speci�c types

of knowledge.

2 Organization

Further structuring mechanisms are neces-

sary to manage the large number of created

views that is needed to document a large

software system.

2.1 Subviews

Views can be enhanced to contain a pointer

to other views, forming a subview relation-

ship between views and building a multi-

ple inheritance/specialization hierarchy of

views. This idea allows views to be tai-

lored or specialized for di�erent interpreta-

tions more easily and to share e�ort in their

construction in a way similar to object-

oriented programming. A manager may

want the same high-level overview as a pro-

grammer, but with additional annotation

frames to present, for example, personnel

assignments, funding levels, and scheduling

information. The regeneration of a view be-

comes recursive; changing a view updates

the views to which it is a subview.

Views can already \contain" other views by

merely including the constituent frames of

the other views. However, this aggregation

approach, while simple, seems less suitable

and less exible than the inheritance ap-

proach, because of the lack of an explicit

structure.

2.2 Sequenceable views

Analogous to hypertext/hypermedia, links

can be used to associate arbitrary views

(and frames), forming a web of views. How-

ever, for a large enough number of views,

there are signi�cant problems with user dis-

orientation during navigation and cogni-

tive overhead for managing the links [4].



One solution to these problems is to use

the concept of a path, an ordered traver-

sal of some links in the web [15]. The

notion of a sequenceable view uni�es sub-

views and sequential paths. The top-level

views and frames of a sequenceable view are

linearly ordered and played back one at a

time. When encountering a sequenceable

view during the playback, the user can be

given the choice to skip past it or to \dive"

into it. This capability provides a simple

roaming and zooming mechanism as well

as a branching technique. Note that there

could be a mix of unordered and sequence-

able views in the hierarchy.

2.3 Template views

To maintain consistency and completeness

between di�erent sets of views, possibly

for di�ering software versions and variants,

there is a need for standardized sets of

views. The notion of templates [6, 10] or

frameworks for standardizing software doc-

umentation and hypertext structures can be

applied to views. Another bene�t is that

template views promote reusability.

A parameterized script representation for

frames is needed. Template views are in-

stantiated into real views by binding the

parameters of the constituent frames appro-

priately.

3 Presentation

There are two issues: presenting the struc-

ture of the view documentation and pre-

senting the frames of the views themselves.

This section mainly focuses on the �rst is-

sue.

3.1 Inclusion graphs

To enhance understanding and promote in-

sight, visual representations of software are

generally desirable [2]. Thus, a visual

method for presenting the structure of a set

of views is needed. One promising approach

is to use inclusion graphs where views and

frames are represented by labelled boxes

(rectangles) and the subview relationship

is represented by the recursive nesting of

boxes (see Figure 1). The chief advantage of

this \space-�lling" approach to visualizing

and browsing hierarchical structures, versus

a tree or graph drawing, is the e�cient use

of display area [9]. This technique has been

used for visualizing designs, where smooth

navigation among drastically di�erent lev-

els of abstraction is required [7]. With some

enhancements for position, size, color, and

font cues, the technique has also been used

for visualizing very large knowledge struc-

tures in a \virtual museum metaphor" [14].
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Figure 1: Inclusion Graphs

3.2 Canvases

The inclusion graph, up to some depth,

can be rendered in a single window on the

screen. The window or canvas becomes

the working area and focus of related view

construction, editing, and navigation activ-



ities. Multiple canvases are possible; each

could capture a di�erent set of environ-

mental and con�guration possibilities of the

subject software. To symbolize a frame by

a new box (or miniature [11]) in a canvas,

one might drag an indicator from the frame

and drop it onto an appropriate spot on the

canvas, perhaps in the box of an existing

view (see Figure 2). Views begin as empty

boxes and can be edited by dragging and

dropping the boxes of frames and views in-

side each other. Boxes can be \opened" to

generate, playback, and present their con-

tents (frames and/or views). Boxes can be

\raised" to allow deeper structures to be

rendered and \folded" to mask their struc-

ture.
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Figure 2: Adding a Frame to a View

3.3 Metaviews

It is instructive to think of a canvas as

simply another kind of frame that pro-

vides a high-level \map" for a number of

views. Bundling one or more of these canvas

frames into a view forms a metaview; sym-

bolizing one or more of these metaviews on

a canvas forms a metacanvas. The number

of levels of abstraction is unlimited. This

allows the organization of views to be scal-

able, a necessity for understanding large

software systems. One could, for exam-

ple, use a metacanvas to design a map that

shows the di�erent sets of view documents

for di�erent releases of the software (accord-

ing to di�erent baselines of the repository).

This is useful to separate and manage the

program understanding analyses.

3.4 Layout

Since each frame is typically displayed in

a window, it becomes tedious and, eventu-

ally, unmanageable to lay out the frames

of a view by hand. This becomes criti-

cal for a large number of changing views.

Thus, automatic and adaptive layout is an

important requirement that needs further

research [3].

4 Summary

This paper investigates and proposes vari-

ous ways to improve views. For large soft-

ware systems that require many views to

fully document them, some kind of orga-

nization scheme is needed. Subviews, se-

quenceable views, and metaviews help to

structure the view documentation with un-

limited levels of abstraction. Template

views promote reuse and allow for consis-

tent, standardized views. Canvases present



a compact, visual representation of the or-

ganization of views.
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